
  

We are happy to announce the "Shadowhawk" line of specialist vessels for 
special operations, which are intended for use by security, military, special 
operations, and commercially qualified operators. Our "Shadowhawk" 
vessels are built to survive the worst circumstances and are lightweight, 
strong, and made of marine grade aluminum. These ships are equipped 
with powerful assault weaponry and ballistic protective panels in key 
locations, providing the utmost safety for crew members during crucial 
operations. The "Shadowhawk" boats' seating is entirely equipped with 
shock mitigation technologies that are intended to lessen the effect of 
choppy seas on the operators. It is possible to outfit small boarding boats 
with specialist gear and infrared for nighttime operations. Our vessels can 
be placed into most cargo planes for speedy deployment in off-the-grid 
regions and are low profile to be stealthy, below radar, and undetectable. 
With years of expertise in the marine sector, our team has combined 
cutting-edge technology into our designs. Modern engine technology, 
cutting-edge navigational systems, and communication tools are all 
included in the "Shadowhawk" ships, providing optimum performance and 
dependability. Our objective is to give our clients a variety of special 
operation craft boats that perform beyond average, surpass expectations, 
and offer the protection and functionality required for crucial operations. 
The "Shadowhawk" line of special operation craft boats is the only option 
if you're seeking for a ship that provides great performance, cutting-edge 
technology, and the required protection for crucial missions. To find out 
more about our offerings and how we might suit your                      
particular needs, get in touch with us right now. 
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Length Overall  12.80m  

Beam  2.63m  

Hull Draught  0.50m  

Main Propulsion  2 x 450 Bhp 

IBM & JETS 

Max. Speed  35-40 knots  

Fuel Capacity  1160 L  

Crew & PAX  2 + 15 

Classification  Grey Boat Code      
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